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This class provides attendees with a deeper understanding of the Autodesk® Vault Professional, allgrown-up, next-generation web client interface. More than simply a coat of paint, the new, completely
redesigned (almost unrecognizable) product delivers a much simpler, cleaner, and more powerful
interface for users to consume data.
The interface includes a number of important performance improvements that address a long list of user
enhancement requests. Attendees will leave with a much better idea of how the new web client can be
used in their business to streamline the flow of information out of engineering and design departments
into other critical business units, as well as the role that Autodesk® Vault Office software can play in a
more complete data management solution within their organization.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Navigate the revised web client interface



Search, view, and retrieve design documentation



Review item and BOM detail



Describe Vault Office capabilities
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Allan has around 14 years’ experience working with Autodesk design tools within the
manufacturing industry as a designer and application engineer specializing in data
management tools prior to joining Autodesk in 2008 as part of the Data Management team to
focus on the delivery and implementation of Autodesk Vault products.
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Overview
The new Autodesk Web Client (or Thin Client if you prefer) has had a complete makeover –
gone is the old text heavy hyperlink interface presenting document lists, limited object properties
and inflexible user configuration. Replaced by clean visual interface, redesigned browsing
experience, user configurable views and extended object properties.
Let’s not be too harsh, the old “ugly duckling” web client, did address some very important and
fundamental needs for consuming documents downstream of the design and engineering teams
in a pragmatic way. It did however fail end users on several levels.
While it did permit users to search, view and print files and items in a read only client it
ultimately inhibited user interaction with inflexible user interfaces (one view for all), lack of
document previews outside of the document page, poor presentation of document details and
for the most part, fairly clunky navigation, driving many casual users away.
As other tool such as the Vault Explorer client were modernized to display project folders with
their properties and status, provide highly visual main pane views, the web client was for the
most part left behind, in fact this represents the first significant change to the read only client
since its release.

Navigate the revised web client
The first thing we should know about the new web client is that it’s moved – the revised web
client now has its own web service and hence a new address.

Becomes:

This change is designed to minimize load on the “AutodeskDM” service still being leveraged by
all the other client applications for server communication and incidentally for this first 2014
Subscription Release makes it possible to choose to use the old or the new client.
Once you have made your way to the new address you are met with the new log in screen,
displaying a much more functional set of log in options as well as a list of useful links to online
Autodesk Vault resources.
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Navigation
The first thing most people will notice after logging in, is the new "front and center" Web Client
help section providing users with a crash course on the new interface and functionality. Access
to the more detailed online help is available below the main feature list.
Clicking close in the top right hand corner closes this to maximize the new explorer view
consisting Project Explorer, Item Master and Search Results, displayed as big navigable icons.

HELP

BROWSE

We can return to the help page any time or get more in depth instruction by clicking on the help
icon in the web client title bar which takes you to the new online help page.
Now, selecting the project explorer exposes all your files, and yes, your folders. The new web
client has done away with the file hyperlinks and limited tree navigation allowing users to
traverse the folder structure by drilling down directly into the displayed folder or backtracking
through the breadcrumb across the top.

Hovering over the file, folder or item name or image provides us with the available actions and
clicking on the selected object will launch the detail page displaying the extended object
properties, previews and relationships. Something we will cover in more detail in the next
section.
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These folders and their contents (or items in the item master) can also now be displayed in a
number of ways: as the traditional file grid (list view) for the reading types, as tiles (thumbnail
view) for the more visual or the new plank mode allowing you to display both the file thumbnail
and most important file or folder details.

LIST VIEW

TILE VIEW

PLANK VIEW

As you move around the project explorer and item master you may also now notice that the
window pages, limiting the number of objects initially displayed. Unlike the previous web client
where you may have to click through numbered pages, scrolling to the bottom of the page in the
new web client increments the next set of records and so on until all records are displayed.
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The paging value is controlled from ADMS Console administration tools and sets the behavior
for all add-in paging values.
In terms of the details the user can see in each view, the administrator is able to configure the
default values for everyone as in the previous web client interface and can in fact lock these
properties to ensure a consistent interface across all users.
However, if unlocked, by selecting the new small gear icon at the top or top right of the active
window (main view, file or item details etc) each user will have access to change the displayed
properties, be that the properties in the file grid, current plank view or file and folder detail
headers.

Select from the available property list and add to include new properties in the selected list
using the move up and move down options to reorder the property appearance.
These settings are configured only for your machine and windows account, so you do not need
to be an admin to configure your interface to suite the way you search, browse or sort files.
This is another of the nice simple features of the new interface, in any view now users are able
to sort by the displayed properties be it in the main grid or any of the file detail tabs, bringing this
new configurable, data rich interface much more in line with the Vault Explorer client and
making it far easier to browse content.
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Admin Options
Part of the navigation experience users will have comes down to what the client is configured to
display. To that end we will cover the administration settings that control the web client.
A nice add to this page is the dynamic save – as you change settings the administrator will see
a “saved” pop up next to the value indicating the new setting is committed. From there we just
hit done to close.
Administration ownership (Replicated Environment)
The first new addition to the administration settings is the site ownership control. In a replicated
environment there is only one server which is able to manage the administrative controls. In
this case only one server should be able to configure the web client settings, so to avoid conflict
an administrator must first take ownership before making a change.

Banner
As in the old client, customers are permitted to change the default banner image to their own
corporate logo or really any other picture they prefer, as long as it’s a GIF, JPG or PNG and
scales nicely to fit 250x30 pixels.

Search Settings
As we see in the Vault Explorer Client – users are able to search just on the file properties
specifically indexed (this is the list of properties managed by the system or explicitly added by
the users – user defined properties) or the entire file contents including text strings located
within word documents etc. Selecting to enable content searching typically means that the
basic search will be slower and return a much larger result set.
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Item and file visibility
One of the most important configuration settings of the Web Client is control over object
visibility.
Access to files is controlled by each users Vault security settings, depending on file category
and status different users will see different documents – this can be tweaked however to limit
access to unreleased documents by selecting the “Released File versions” setting.
The same control is available for items where the administrator can choose to make only
released items available and additionally restrict the user view to only the latest or “effective”
released item. This means historical released items are not visible (once there is a revision B,
revision A is hidden)

Default property settings
Finally the administrator is able to configure the default property view for all aspects of the
folder, file and item objects. Here the admin can also lock the configuration to prevent end
users customizing their own view or leave this open for additional modification by the end users
in their own sessions.
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Search, View and Retrieve Design Documentation
A number of changes to the search tools in the updated client include additional basic find
settings, a much more user friendly advanced find dialog and the advanced find result interface
making it easier to locate and interact with the documents of interest you.
Basic Find
Use basic find to quickly locate what you are looking for in the current context with options to
search sub folders and return all, or latest only file versions. Having access to the basic search
settings is again a simple, useful addition to this new interface.
Advanced Find
Selecting advanced search brings up the new advanced find dialog, across the top of the dialog
set your search location, be it the entire Vault, just the Project Explorer (files and folders) or only
Item Master.
You can then enter one or more specific search criteria based on the available properties to fine
tune your search and optimize the results (Using the green ”+” to add and red “x” to remove)

The results are then displayed on the Advanced Find Results page and stay there until you
perform another search. This is an important addition, where users are able to complete an
advanced find, return a set of results and the results remain available in this view while users
browse to the record and review details, view or download.
While we can carry out a number of actions on a file directly in the results pane, if you are
unsure of your selection or have a number of tasks to carry out on the search results it’s
invaluable to be able to flick in and out of the results as you need to without re-running a search.
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Note too that basic find remains active in the advanced find results, meaning you are able to
search the advanced find results to further refine your data set.
Viewing files
Now we know how to browse to, search for and otherwise locate our documents in Vault, the
next step is to view.
Before we get to reviewing file details we should though introduce the moustache concept. You
would have seen this as you move around the project explorer and run your cursor across a
folder, file name or image.
The “Moustache”
The moustache is a great name for the black strip that appears across the lower section of the
file image presenting the users available actions – in the read only web client the moustache
allows users to view or download the selected document.

You will soon notice that the moustache is available across most views and document panes
meaning you can quickly complete your tasks in almost any context.
Preview
The preview command has been modified to have the same initial experience across all
browsers and file types. Selecting preview once brings up a high resolution document
thumbnail for a quick view of the file. From Internet Explorer users can then opt to then preview
files with dwf attachments in the embedded viewer.
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From the ADR enabled Internet Explorer window users can now opt to go to a full screen view
of the dwf with limited tools. If no dwf is present or viewing is not supported users are able to
download the file to see further detail.
Detail page
The new approach to viewing documentation revolves around a single page view –
incorporating detail tabs to present different areas of interest to the user.
By default clicking on a file name or image brings you to the file details window with a document
summary consisting thumbnail, basic summary, a complete list of Vault properties and a set of
detail tabs reflecting the file history, uses and where used.
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History Tab
By default the file object presents document history as revisions or versions, a setting which can
be configured by the user as we do in the thick client.
As with all the file tabs, the file revisions/versions are presented as planks and can be ordered
by any of the planks displayed properties.
From here users can view or download previous file versions by selecting the desired action on
the document moustache.
Uses Tab
The uses tab displays all first level tree components, users can traverse the substructures by
clicking on assemblies to reveal their uses.

Where Used Tab
Where used shows the first level parents allowing users to traverse up the relationship tree by
clicking on parents. A simple way to understand component usage and locate design
documentation.

Print
As we move through each area of the file detail page users will see the print in the top right of
the tab. The print command takes the user to a preview page formatted with the document
details and active tab section with its records displayed as a list, designed to scale and fit the
output better than the previous client.
You can also use your browser print controls to print out a complete page view such as a search
results list or folder contents.
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Review Item and BOM Detail
Moving away from the Project Explorer the Item master has also had an overhaul.
The first thing you will notice is that the default item view filter has been removed, displaying the
item master list in your selected sort order and enabled with paging to limit the initial list size.
Once again it has been furnished with the same user experience as files and project explorer
regarding the grid presentation (list, tile, plank), navigation and presentation of the object
properties, a big step forward from the way things were. While we will not go in depth revisiting
the interface changes, search and navigation, we will cover in some part the item detail page.
Detail Page
Clicking on an item we are again presented with a detailed summary of all available properties
and a set of tabs revealing item history and relationships.
Bill of Material View / Structure
The Bill of Material view aligns with the existing Vault Explorer client offering 3 options of MultiLevel (Structured BOM view), First-Level (Parts and Sub-Assemblies) and Parts only (Removing
Sub-Assemblies).
The multi-level view is list only and provides single click navigation up and down the BOM tree
expanding tree nodes to reveal sub-assemblies and their components.

The first-level and parts only tabs are configured again to display items in a plank view as we do
on the file detail tabs and are navigated in a similar way.
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History and Where Used
The history and where used parallel the document interface here – the plank display allowing
users to see detail and view an item thumbnail based on the primary attachment.
Attachments
The Attachments tab at last displays all relevant attached documents and enables users to
browse to that record or using the moustache view and download.
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Vault Office Capabilities
Autodesk Vault Office is a product designed to address the needs on non-designers who need
to manage project documentation alongside the engineering project and design data. Vault
Office provides users with Microsoft Office integrations and uses as its primary interface for
managing these project documents a modified web client that permits read/write access.
Vault Office is sold separately to the other Vault products and requires a unique license to
enable the read/write web client functionality but is actually compatible with both Autodesk Vault
Workgroup and Professional – providing limited capabilities inside these environments at a
reduced cost to non-CAD users
The web client once enabled with the Vault office license can upload, check out and check in
single documents.

Logging into the Vault Office Web Client
Logging into the Vault Office web client is simple enough, you simply need to uncheck the
default “Read Only Access” option on the front page.

Note of course you will need to have a Vault office license available or this won’t work.
Selecting the read write option polls the Vault server for an Office license and grants access
based on availability. It will not consume a Vault Workgroup or Professional license.
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Add File
Typically for office type documents like word and excel, users can add the file to Vault directly
from the application add-in. In the case of things like image files or pdf documents, Vault Office
users are able to add files to vault directly from the web client.
Browse to the correct Vault folder and select “Add File” – the add file dialog appears and allows
the user to select a single document for upload. Click OK to confirm the file and this is uploaded
to the selected Vault folder, assigned category, lifecycle etc and is now viewable by all those
with the correct privileges based on lifecycle state rules.

Note that the add file command, like the download command cannot calculate dependencies
from the web client meaning only single file operation is supported.
Check Out from Web Client
To make changes to single document, Vault Office users can from the document actions option
choose to check out a file, this will enable write access to the document and it can be
downloaded and opened to edit.
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Alternatively for Microsoft Office documents, the user can carry this all out via the appropriate
application add-in.
You should note that simply checking out a file will not download and open it, so if you are
intending to use the web client to open and check out a document this is a two-step process to
check out and download. Downloading now gives users the option to save this to a specific
local directory or open the file directly.
The last point to make relates to download, as the web client does not leverage workspaces the
download location needs to be specified by the user or opened from a temporary location. The
important thing is if you are not using an add-in is to remember where you downloaded and
saved the file to – because you are going to have to locate the same file on check in.
Check In, Undo Check Out
Files checked out via the Vault Office web client appear with bold, labeled as “Checked out via
Thin Client” for identification and displays the trademark bold blue text for checked out to current
user or strikethrough text indicating it is checked out to another user.

The check in and undo checkout commands are disabled for users without document ownership
while the current document editor can return the file to Vault via “Undo check out” or “Check In”.
Selecting “Undo Check Out” simply returns the previous file version to latest and discards the
new version, making the document available to other users once again.
Selecting “Check In” now prompts the user to select the file to be checked back in, you can now
select a file from the upload dialog, noting that the file name must match in order for the check
in to complete.
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Summary
Overall the Vault teams goal was to make the new Web Client interface simpler to adopt by
improving the look, feel and performance across all aspects of its use.
Starting with a modernized interface which aligned with user’s expectations for a web
application experience and closer to Vault Explorer type functionality we focused on:
Navigation
Folder access, enabling simpler “project explorer” navigation, through direct folder interaction as
well as extended folder property access and search capability.
Configurable visual interface - A number of methods to display and quickly identify Vault content
as well as the ability to individually configure the web client interface.
Simplified document interaction - One click access to user actions including view and download
documents as well as Vault Office commands.
Search
New dialogs, results page and find settings making search simpler to access and configure as
well as improving the interaction with search results.
File and Item View
Consolidated details page, providing a more complete object overview including summary and
detail tabs in the one window.
Richer property detail, providing a more complete view of the object properties and relationships
as part of the interface overhaul. Exposing all available Vault properties by default and adding
access to the folder object.
The hope is that with the current improvements, more existing Vault Professional users will
implement the web client with their downstream teams for searching, viewing and printing, while
both Workgroup and Professional customers will look to involve more project members and
content generators earlier in the design project process via the Vault Office client capabilities.
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Additional Resources
Thin Client Help
For more information on web client specific issues please see Vault online help here:
http://help.autodesk.com/view/VAULT/2014/ENU/
Vault Office
For more detail on Vault Office capabilities and sales please contact your Autodesk partner or
direct Autodesk sales rep.
Blogs
Stay up to date with Autodesk DM and PLM blogs:
Under The Hood - Michelle Stone, Allan O’Leary, Brian Schanen
http://underthehood-autodesk.typepad.com/
Cracking the Vault – Richard Rankin, Jason Summerfield, Kevin Jaufmann-Ludwig
http://crackingthevault.typepad.com
It’s All Just Ones and Zeroes – Doug Redmond
http://justonesandzeros.typepad.com/
Contact Allan
Allan.oleary@autodesk.com
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